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A book about making your own path 

Visualization is standard in self-help books, but in 
Manifesting Things Misha McGlown takes a personal 
approach. Primarily addressing black women, the author 
chronicles her spiritual journey and advises others on how 
to get on their own road. She addresses the issues that 

can most nag at night: love, money, and what am I doing 
with my life? For anyone who has read The Secret or the 
many self help books McGlown cites, the advice won‟t 
break new ground but her likeable tone and admission 
that she hasn‟t yet arrived at her spiritual destination adds 
a new voice to the conversation. 
www.manifestingthings.com 
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New York Amsterdam News, February 12, 2009  
by Renee Minus White  
 
 
Summary:  
The article reviews the book "Manifesting Things: Making Your Way When There is No Way," by Misha 
McGlown. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Excerpt from Article:  

Jewelry designer Misha McGlown (a.k.a. Omo Misha) is a multifaceted artist 
and Harlem resident. Although she is best known for her jewelry collection, she 
has also published her first book, "Manifesting Things: Making Your Way When 
There is No Way" (Omo Misha Publishing, $14.95). 

This inspirational work is written with an African-American woman in mind. 
While there may be similar books on the market, few of them speak to the 
reality of the African-American female. Throughout the book, Misha shares 
spiritual and philosophical insights from her vast sea of sources. She uses her 
experiences as an artist, entrepreneur and single mother to illustrate 
metaphysical ideas. At times, "Manifesting Things" challenges popular and 
religious belief systems and explores historic African-American merit, while at 
the same time the author embraces timeless ideas and practices. McGlown understands that she is both 
a teacher and student. She shares concepts about being on the constant path of renewal and personal 
achievement, Readers will be inspired by her journey. This book is also entertaining. 

A native of Detroit, Michigan, Misha McGlown has designed jewelry under the label Omo Misha (which 
means "Misha's children" in Yoruba). Her jewelry has been sold in Nordstrom, Macy's and Cache and 
featured in fashion editorial spreads for Essence magazine and advertisements for Revlon's All Ways 
Natural and African Pride hair products. She has also worked freelance for companies like Polo/Ralph 
Lauren and the Liz Claiborne jewelry design team. 

Omo Misha jewelry is currently available at the Studio Museum in Harlem and through her online catalog 
at OmoMisha.com. Misha McGlown's paintings can be viewed at www.OmoMishaGallery.com. Her book, 
"Manifesting Things: Making Your Way When There is No Way" is usually available at Hue-Man 
Bookstore.… 
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FEMINIST REVIEW  
H T T P : / / W W W . F E M I N I S T R E V I E W . B L O G S P O T . C O M  

 

 

August 12, 2008 

 

  

Manifesting Things 
By Misha McGlown 

 

"McGlown, a New York City-based jewelry 

designer/artist/writer, offers up a 

hodgepodge of Christian, Muslim, West 

African, and Eastern spiritual traditions in 

her writings.....The prose is nearly lyrical. I 

also like the fact that she does not present 

herself as a “guru”; she freely admits to 

having ongoing financial problems, crappy 

relationships with men, and struggles with 

single motherhood. Her candor is refreshing 

in an age when self-proclaimed “spiritual 

leaders” all too often present themselves as 

the end all and be all of enlightened living. 

And the cover art itself is worth the price of 

the book." 

 

 
  

Ebony Edwards-Ellis 
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This product 

 

Manifesting Things: Making Your Way When There Is No Way by Misha 

McGlown (Paperback - May 10, 2008) 
$14.95  
In Stock  

 

Customer Reviews  
Manifesting Things: Making Your Way When There Is No Way  
 

5 Reviews  

 
  

  

Average Customer Review  

 (5 customer reviews)  

Share your thoughts with other customers  

  

  

 

 

   I need this book, July 30, 2008  

By  Kathryn Gordon  - See all my reviews 

    

Manifesting Things is a beautifully designed book chock-full of beauty, wisdom and plain old 

good advice. When the appealing cover drew me to open, and i read a few sentences, I said 

"I need this book." Why? Because it's the sort of book that reminds me of what I know but 

so easily forget: that a divine creative power is within me; that I can manifest what I need 

even in the deepest crisis.  

 

To quote from the book: "Through the unwavering awareness of God's Divinity within us, 

and through the understanding and control of the workings of our minds, we can altar any 

condition, regardless of how critical it may appear."  

 

And Misha McGlown doesn't claim to be a guru, but another seeker. In fact, as she says in 

the intro, the book began as a series of letters to herself. The style is casual but clear, with 

moments of poetry: "I speak, and miraculously, I am spoken to."  

 

There's also plenty of practical advise, for example about how to carve some personal space 

out of our daily business. Chapters open with memorable quotes from greats like Einstein, 

Jessie Owens and Frederick Douglass. And within the bodies of the chapters you'll find 

original pieces of advise and wisdown attractively blocked off. Web-savvy readers will find 

the book's design easy on the eye -- not huge blocks of text but short passages interspersed 

with these sayings. There is also a section of photos of the author with her son and daughter 

at different ages. Inspiring to see what inspired living has nurtured!  

 

This is a book well worth reading straight through, or in snippets. The joy of the author, in 

writing in and in life in general, comes through loud and clear. I'm glad I manifested this 

book.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/dp/0979693004/ref=cm_cr_pr_pb_t
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/dp/0979693004/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_txt?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/AHOYCEYC84JZO/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp
http://www.amazon.com/gp/cdp/member-reviews/AHOYCEYC84JZO/ref=cm_cr_pr_auth_rev?ie=UTF8&sort_by=MostRecentReview
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_rn_bdg_help?ie=UTF8&nodeId=14279681&pop-up=1
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_rn_bdg_help?ie=UTF8&nodeId=14279681&pop-up=1
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_rn_bdg_help?ie=UTF8&nodeId=14279681&pop-up=1
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_rn_bdg_help?ie=UTF8&nodeId=14279681&pop-up=1
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_rn_bdg_help?ie=UTF8&nodeId=14279681&pop-up=1
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/product-reviews/0979693004/ref=pr_all_summary_cm_cr_acr_img?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=cm_rn_bdg_help?ie=UTF8&nodeId=14279681&pop-up=1
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   Manifesting Things is great!, June 12, 2009  

By  T. Greene  - See all my reviews 

    

I loved this book!It will affirm your belief that you can create the life you want and that there is 

someone that understands the things that you go through in doing so, like the challenge of 

controlling your thought patterns. GREAT READ!!  

 

 

   Great Way to Consider your life, November 1, 2008  

By  LadyX  (New York) - See all my reviews 

I thought it was a great book! I am a young woman and found a lot of things in this book can 

be applied to my life. Must read!  

 

  

Manifest Destiny, July 5, 2008  

By  Janice Taylor  - See all my reviews 

Manifesting Things is wise and inspiring. Filled with meaningful prayers, thoughts and words 

and love - a great companion book to life! ~ Janice Taylor, Our Lady of Weight Loss  

 

 

   Finally a fresh perspective.., June 22, 2008  

By  G. Duenas "myspace.com/gregduenas"  (ATL.) - See all my reviews 

       

This book has brought such an amazingly relatable perspective to ancient principals.  

In the uncertain times that we live in, it brings me a great deal comfort to know I can turn to 

this book for guidance, and Inspiration. There is no doubt in my mind that after reading many 

thousands of works of similar nature, that this books stands out amongst the rest . I'm quite 

certain that the name Misha McGlown will be a name the world will come to know and love. I 

can't wait for her next book. Bravo!  
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Manifest Destiny: Pray Love Live 

Saturday July 5, 2008  

Categories: inspiration, weight loss  

 

Misha McGlown, author of Manifesting Things: Making Your Way When There Is No Way, shares her thoughts with Janice 

Taylor on how to free yourself from your self-imposed bondage and move into the light of love through prayer. 

I prayed for twenty years and received no answer ... until I prayed with my legs. ~ Frederick Douglass 

 
Manifest Your Destiny through Prayer  

Misha is an ordinary woman. She is not an expert, nor scholar, priestess, not even a guru ... just an ordinary 

woman who pulled herself up and out and finally into the light.  

"I was in bondage to my poor choices of yesterday. Yes, I ruined a perfectly good credit rating. Yes, I missed many 

opportunities. True, I was a procrastinator. I made lots of big messes for a lot of years.  

"When calling upon God's intervention, we tend to expect a problem to suddenly disappear. This is not likely to occur. 

The truth is, when we invite The Divine in we are inviting our own growth. And, growth is most often accompanied by 

growing pains.  

 

"When we ask for change in any situation, we are yearning change in ourselves. Prayer is proactive. It's about 

making the first move, then watching The Creative Forces come together on your behalf. You can't ask God to help 

you lose weight with a Twinkie in hand. You have to meet a prayer halfway; take some part in bringing it to fruition. 

 

How to Pray: 

• Incorporate prayer into your daily life. Make it a habit! 

• Immerse yourself fully in the moment. Send a half-hearted prayer and you will get a half-hearted response. 

• Remember, prayers aren't always answered in the ways in which we are expecting. Be open. 

• Praying is proactive. Meet your prayer halfway.  

• Give thanks for what you have. 

• Give thanks in advance for what is to come! 

"Prayer is a conviction, a thought, a vibration of sound carrying a petition or thought to the Creative Forces of the 

Universe. Anything that you dwell on, give voice and energy to, or move towards with strong intention, presents itself 

to The Universe as prayer." 

 

"Whatever we ask, believing, we shall receive" ... Matthew 21:22 

Spread the word, NOT the icing! 

Janice 

http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/inspiration/
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/weight-loss/
http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Things-Making-Your-There/dp/0979693004/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1215261013&sr=1-1
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/2008/07/manifest-destiny-pray-love-liv.html##
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/2008/07/manifest-destiny-pray-love-liv.html##
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/2008/07/manifest-destiny-pray-love-liv.html##
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/
http://blog.beliefnet.com/ourladyofweightloss/
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Excerpt from How to Lose 9000 lbs. (or Less) by Hundreds of Heads, Joan Buchbinder, and 

Jennifer Bright Reich 

 
 

 ********************************** 

A TRUE DIET BECOMES a spiritual transformation. 

It’s not simply your grocery list that must change, but your 

relationship to food in general; what it means to you; the role 

that it occupies in your life. Overall, we have given food too 

much importance in our lives. It has become a comfort, 

companion, lover, enemy, and friend when, in fact, all it was 

intended to do was give us sustenance. I once read that when 

you can leave a thing, then you have mastered it: If you 

cannot leave it, then it has mastered you. Food has truly 

mastered this society, and we have become its slaves. This is 

no accident. 

- OMO MISHA  
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
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http://jazztimes.com/sections/news/articles/27914-musical-legends-fly-in-harlem 
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BID ON CULTURE 2011 Project Unveils New Banner Designs 

Selected in Third Annual Banner Competition 

 
HARLEM, USA, June 21, 2011 – There is always something exciting to see on the streets of Harlem, but few 

sights are more magnificent than the 36 new banners that are now flying on streetlight poles along the world-

renowned 125th Street corridor. Today at the Dwyer Cultural Center, the BID ON CULTURE 2011 project, in 

conjunction with its celebration of Black Music Month, unveiled the six winning designs that were selected from 41 

submissions in the 125th Street Business Improvement District’s (the 125th Street BID) third annual BID ON 

CULTURE banner design competition. The double-sided banners are displayed from Fifth Avenue to Morningside 

Avenue and from Broadway to 12th Avenue, and along 12th Avenue up to 138th Street. 

 

The winning banner designs are the work of five professional New York visual artists who responded to a Request 

for Proposals (RFP) released in April. The RFP sought banner designs that celebrate Harlem’s musical legacy as well 

as personalities and venues closely associated with Harlem’s contribution to the history and development of music 

in America. 

 

The selected artists and banners are: 

• Corine Campbell: Billie Holiday 

• Misha McGlown: Jimi Hendrix and Josephine Baker 

• Tomo Mori: Somos la Musica 

• Soyca Mphahlele: New Colors 

• Hubert Williams: True Colours 

 

Barbara Askins, President and CEO of 125th Street BID, said, “The designs, the colors, the creativity and concepts 

all began to define the culturally sensitive streetscape improvements that the BID is seeking to bring to Harlem’s 

major commercial corridor. We are pleased to exhibit the work of great artists and, and we believe these banners 

will enhance the pedestrian experience of those who are walking across 125th Street over the coming year.” 

 

Voza Rivers, Harlem Arts Alliance (HAA) Chairman of the Board, said, “There is certainly no dearth of talent 

throughout New York. The fact that all five of the BID ON CULTURE 2011 banner winners reside in New York, and 

four of the five live in this community, is testament to the many exceptional artists who make Harlem their home, ” 

said. “The panel of judges had a difficult job, but we are confident that the selections are dynamic and beautiful 

depictions of what Harlem is all about.” 

 

Wayne Benjamin, Director of Residential Development for Harlem Community Development Corporation (Harlem 

CDC) said, “The BID ON CULTURE project gets better each year. The banner design competition continues to 

evolve and is an exciting way to showcase Harlem, its culture, its people, and its businesses. Harlem CDC is proud 

to partner with the 125th Street BID, the Harlem Arts Alliance, the talented artists and the diverse group of Harlem 

businesses and stakeholders who stepped forward to sponsor this initiative.” 

 

The annual BID ON CULTURE competition is spearheaded by a partnership of The 125th Street Business 

Improvement District, the Harlem Arts Alliance and Harlem Community Development Corporation to showcase the 

cultural vitality of Harlem along 125th Street, its primary commercial thoroughfare. Its objective is to promote 

recognition and understanding of Harlem’s unique and authentic heritage, its role as a vibrant center of culture and 

to help promote the continued revitalization of 125th Street as the economic and artistic heart of Harlem. 
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The sponsors of the BID ON CULTURE 2011 project are Aloft Harlem, Applebee’s, The College of New Rochelle, The 

City College of New York, Columbia University, Con Edison, Hip-Hop Culture Center and The Mama Foundation. 

 

This BID ON CULTURE 2011 project is supported by NYC & Company. “Cultural activity is a major attraction for 

visitors to New York City, drawing more than 21 million individuals last year who enjoyed our City’s history and 

arts, ” said NYC & Company CEO George Fertitta. “We are proud to support the BID ON CULTURE initiative which 

celebrates heritage, showcases local talent and spotlights one of the most vibrant destinations in our five 

boroughs.” 

 

125th STREET BID 18th ANNUAL MEETING 

Following the introduction of the winning artists and unveiling of the BID ON CULTURE 2011 banners, the 125th 

Street BID held its 18th Annual Meeting, also at the Dwyer Cultural Center. New York City Comptroller John Liu 

discussed his office, the city's economy and local business issues and Brian Morris spoke about ESmith's Legacy's 

vision for the southwest corner of 125th Street and Lenox Avenue. 

 

THE ARTISTS 

Harlem resident Corine Campbell says her creativity usually starts from a simple place like spotting a color 

combination that she wants to incorporate into a painting, expressing feelings with lines indescribable to words or 

finding attractive shapes to produce a portrait. She usually depicts women – for the competition Billie Holiday – 

while experimenting with different media, such as, paint, ink, pencils, yarn, fabric, and computer software. “It has 

been that way ever since I was a child drawing in my sketchbook in Harlem. Art allows me to escape somewhere 

fun while discovering numerous possibilities, ” Campbell said. 

 

A native of Detroit, MI, Misha McGlown attended Wayne State University and Center for Creative Studies. Although 

she began painting professionally in 2006 and has since exhibited throughout the New York area, she is best known 

for her jewelry collection, under the Omo Misha brand. She was awarded her first solo exhibit by Columbia 

University in 2008 and on behalf of artHARLEM, she curated EVOLUTION: The Changing Face of Harlem – an 

exhibit, hosted by Columbia University, featuring the works of 25 Harlem artists. She is currently Curator-in-

Residence for Harlem's Café One and has worked in programming and development for The Children's Art Carnival, 

and led residencies and youth workshops for numerous organizations in New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. A 

multi-faceted artist and visionary, Misha is a published author and creator of The Omo Misha Times – a webzine 

covering art, fashion, politics, fun and social awareness. She has been the recipient of artistic awards by the Lower 

Manhattan Cultural Council, the Puffin Foundation and Harlem Arts Alliance. Her designs in the 2011 banner 

competition feature Josephine Baker and Jimi Hendrix. 

 

Tomo Mori was born in Shijonawate in the countryside of Osaka, Japan, and later moved to Tokyo. There, she 

discovered a severe affliction with allergies that kept her house-bound, but allowed her to find a new freedom: art. 

At 15, she enrolled in the Tokyo Metropolitan High School for Music and Fine Arts and a year later traveled to 

California to study English. She returned to Japan, where her first large scale painting, "Scream, " was exhibited at 

the prestigious Metropolitan Museum in Ueno. In 1991, she moved to Atlanta, and studied at the Atlanta College of 

Art. Tomo worked as a graphic designer for 16 years but last year, she decided to focus on her art. She has found 

her artistic home in Harlem where she says she thrives from the creative energy. Inspiration struck while she was 

taking a dance class in Mali. She realized that her life experience among different cultures combined with her 

boundless curiosity fuels the engine that makes her art original. Her focus on music/dance, process and color are 

the catalysts for her submission of the vibrant dancers, Somos la Musica, which will find a stage along 125th 

Street. 

 

Born in Zambia, Soyca Mphahlele grew up in the Parkside Projects in the Bronx and went on to attend the Fiorello 

H. LaGuardia High School of Music and Art and Performing Arts and later graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 

Visual Communication from the Maryland Institute College of Art. He has lived, worked and worshipped in Harlem 

since he was a child. Soyca says his work “represents the tone of the real New York and his enduring respect for 

the art of the streets.” His banner design, New Colors, does just that. 

 

Hubert Williams was born in Fort Lauderdale, FL, but moved to New York in 1964. A versatile photographer, 

filmmaker and visual artist as well as a musician (organist), he submitted the vivid True Colours in the banner 

competition. He had his first encounter with a camera in 1976, and has since gone on to photograph his viewpoint 

of people, places and structures as well as weddings, fashion events, opera and jazz concerts. “I live to shoot, ” 

Williams says of his passion for photography. 
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In addition to the banner competition, BID ON CULTURE presents Black Music Month in Harlem featuring nearly 

100 events at nine venues throughout the area. The month-long celebration features Jazz, Blues, Gospel, R & B, 

Classical, Caribbean, Salsa, Afro-Cuban, Funk and Soul music performances as well as spoken word, art and other 

entertainment. Known worldwide as the epicenter of Black culture, Harlem’s contribution to American music and all 

the arts is legendary. Upcoming concerts include Michael C. Lewis Jazz Experience tonight at Aloft, 6:00 pm, Nate 

Lucas Organ Trio, Lenox Lounge, June 22, 8:00 pm; Paul Mooney “Live In Harlem”, Lenox Lounge, June 23, 8:00 

pm; Danny Mixon Trio, Showman’s, June 24, 9:30 pm, 11:30 pm, 1:30 am; Oral Tradition of Gospel Music in 

Harlem, Dwyer Cultural Center, June 28, 7:00 pm; Ben Williams & Sound Effect, Harlem Stage Gatehouse, June 

29, 7:30 pm; and Karaoke & Martini Thursday, Sylvia’s Also Lounge, June 30, 7:00 pm. 

 

BID ON CULTURE is also a participant in Make Music New York, a live, free musical celebration across the city that 

takes place each June 21 – the longest day of the year. Today, hundreds of public spaces throughout the five 

boroughs – sidewalks, parks, community gardens and more – become impromptu stages for more than 1, 000 free 

concerts. Musicians of all ages, creeds, and musical genres perform for new audiences, who come out to 

experience unfamiliar groups on the first day of summer. 

 

THE PARTNERS 

 

The 125th Street BID is a non-profit organization funded primarily from an additional tax assessment collected 

from the property owners within the defined boundaries. Organized in compliance with state and city laws, the 

property and business and business owners determine the services and programs needed for the district. The BID 

will utilize the competition to bring visibility to its streetscape improvement efforts and to enliven the community’s 

central business district. www.125thstreetbid.com. 

 

Harlem Arts Alliance: As Harlem’s arts service organization, HAA nurtures the artistic growth and organizational 

development of artists and arts organizations in Harlem and surrounding areas, and serves as a strong advocate 

for the health and vitality of the Harlem cultural community. www.harlemmaa.org. 

 

Harlem Community Development Corporation, a subsidiary of Empire State Development Corporation, serves the 

greater Harlem community including East Harlem, Central Harlem, West Harlem and Washington Heights, through 

planning, promoting and implementing a range of community development initiatives for revitalizing economic 

activity in Upper Manhattan and enhancing its cultural vibrancy. For more information on Harlem CDC please visit 

its web site at http://www.harlemcdc.org. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://speakeasy.jazzcorner.com/speakeasy/showthread.php?t=29645 

http://www.125thstreetbid.com/
http://www.harlemmaa.org/
http://www.harlemcdc.org/
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“Heritage Of Innovation” Exhibit Celebrates Black History Month 
 

The New York City Department of Parks & Recreation is pleased to host Heritage of Innovation, 

an exhibition of more than 30 artworks by 15 artists on view at the Arsenal Gallery in Central 

Park. Contemporary artists highlight African American innovators in political, social and cultural 

fields. Currently on display through February 28, this collection of drawings, paintings, 

sculpture, and graphic prints reflects a rich tradition of African American vanguards.  

―This exciting collection of artwork offers revealing portrayals of African American innovations in 

New York City and in America,‖ said Parks & Recreation Commissioner Adrian Benepe. ―From 

Lewis Latimer‘s improvement of light bulb filaments to Alvin Ailey‘s enduring influence on 

modern dance, the people portrayed in this exhibition are pioneers who have had a lasting 

impact on our lives and our communities. We are grateful to the Parks Department‘s Ebony 

Society Black History committee for once again organizing an exhibit that showcases the 

talents of professional artists and Parks staff members alike.‖ 

This year‘s contributions include Alison Saar‘s maquette for her sculpture Swing Low: A Harriet 

Tubman Memorial—located at 123rd Street and St. Nicholas Avenue— and Stephen Alcorn‘s 

vivid relief prints of Frederick Douglass from the book Frederick Douglass: In His Own Words. 

Illustrator Ansel Pitcairn honors groundbreaking jurist Thurgood Marshall, as well as every day heroes whose innovations have 

affected him on a personal level. 

Artists included in the exhibition are Stephen Alcorn, Kwame Brathwaite, Amanda Diva, Andrew Eccles, Lewis Latimer, Misha 

McGlown, Justin Nissley, Charly Palmer, Kaliyma Pearce, Ansel Pitcairn, Victor Polanco, Felica Grant Preston, Alison Saar, Olga 

Torrey and staff members from the Von King Recreation Center. The exhibit has been jointly organized by Parks & Recreation‘s 

Ebony Society Black History Committee and the Parks‘ Division of Art & Antiquities. 

The Arsenal Gallery is dedicated to examining themes of nature, urban space, wildlife, New York City parks and park history. It is 

located on the third floor of the Parks Department Headquarters, in Central Park, on Fifth Avenue at 64th Street. Gallery hours are 

Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. Admission is free. For more information on the Arsenal Gallery, please call 212-360-8163. 

QUOTATION FOR THE DAY 

―The creative process is not controlled by a switch you can simply turn on or off;  

it‘s with you all the time.‖ 

Alvin Ailey 

(1931 – 1989) 

 
 

http://www.nycgovparks.org/sub_newsroom/daily_plants/daily_plant_main.php
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December 15, 2010  

Urban art comes to suburbia  

Harlem artists share their work in Lakeview  
By Lee Landor  

1 2 3 Next page >   

It sits on Columbia Avenue in Lakeview, looking quite like 

a typical, quiet family home, embodying the very concept 
of suburban living. This, in part, is what made the house 
a perfect spot into which to bring urban art, which is 
exactly what Felicia Moseley-Jackson, the house‟s owner 
and an artist herself, did last weekend: she transformed 
her home into the Sweet Plum Gallery. 

Located near Hempstead Lake State Park and about two 
blocks from Tanglewood Preserve, the house was the site 
of the second annual Art & Gift Weekend Festival — an 
event that featured artwork, including jewelry, 
photography, Afro-centric clothing, made by 
contemporary Harlem artists. 

The idea to host the event was born earlier this year 
when Moseley-Jackson, 53, met artist Barbara Russell in 

the middle of the 125th Street in Harlem. “She did some 
doodling on some construction walls and I was like, „Wow that 
was really, really cool of her    Moseley-Jackson told the Herald 
in an interview. 

The two women started talking and discovered they shared interests and backgrounds. When they discovered that 
Russell had grown up in Lakeview and attended Malverne public schools, they thought it would be “cool” to put 
together some sort of event. 

“So, I said I have this big old house. …I‟d like to give some artists some exposure out here on Long Island,” Moseley-
Jackson said. “And [Russell] goes, „Well, that‟s pretty cool because I‟m with the Harlem Arts Alliance, you know. I can 
grab a couple of artists.‟ And that‟s basically how it all started.” 

When asked about the chance meeting, Russell, 54, told the Herald she was thrilled by the prospect of bringing her 
artwork back to her hometown. 

“This is where I had my first job,” she said, recalling her time working at Tanglewood Preserve when she was 16. 
“This is a little sentimental for me.” 

More importantly, Russell told the Herald, this was an opportunity. “We found out we had a similar background, and 
I said, „Yeah, let‟s create something, let‟s do something: urban artists come to suburbia,‟” she said. 

 

1 2 3 Next page >   

 
Janette Pellegrini/Herald 

Artist Omo Misha joined fellow members of the 
Harlem Arts Alliance in Lakeview last weekend for 
the second annual Arts & Gifts Weekend Festival. 

 

http://www.liherald.com/rockvillecentre/rockvillecentre/stories/?page=2&content_source=
http://www.liherald.com/rockvillecentre/rockvillecentre/stories/?page=2&content_source=
http://www.liherald.com/rockvillecentre/rockvillecentre/stories/?page=2&content_source=
http://www.liherald.com/rockvillecentre/rockvillecentre/stories/?page=2&content_source=
http://www.liherald.com/rockvillecentre/rockvillecentre/stories/?page=2&content_source=
http://www.liherald.com/rockvillecentre/rockvillecentre/stories/?page=2&content_source=
http://www.liherald.com/uploads/original/1292442081_1ea1.jpg
http://www.liherald.com/uploads/original/1292442081_1ea1.jpg
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New York 1 “Your Weekend Starts Now” with Stephanie Simon. Excerpt features curated 
exhibits at Café One in Harlem. Full segment available at 
http://www.ny1.com/content/ny1_living/arts/132475/your-weekend-starts-now-1-20-11/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“….Artworks at Cafe One 

www.omomishagallery.com 

Anytime you grab a cup of coffee at Cafe One at Amsterdam and 140th Street in Hamilton 

Heights you can also see works by local Harlem artists. Currently, you can see abstract works 

by Yukako Ishida…‖ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.ny1.com/content/ny1_living/arts/132475/your-weekend-starts-now-1-20-11/
http://www.omomishagallery.com/
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Curator-in-Residence for Harlem‘s Café One  
 

 

By RENEE MINUS WHITE, Fashion & Beauty Editor  
© New York Amsterdam News Jun 24-Jun 30, 2010  

Yukako Ishida’s art on view at Café 
One 
Known for its homemade muffins, creative pastries and java drinks,   

Hamilton Heights‘ Café One is also establishing itself as a destination 

for fine art. From now through August 30, the well-known coffee shop 

on the corner of West 140th Street and Amsterdam Avenue (across the 

street from City College) presents the beautiful artwork of Yukako 

Ishida.  

Inspired by her experience while practicing Japanese calligraphy,  her 

artwork features a jazz-like energy and lyrical color that‘s an 

exaggerated vision of figurative beauty. She uses a process and 

materials that bridge classic Japanese and modern Western traditions.  

 

―My goal in art is to depict an ‗energetic‘ truth in the moment and to 

integrate and honor nature,‖ said Ishida. ―Using the inherent qualities of 

traditional materials, I continue to produce a cultural resonance within 

the viewer.‖ 

Aiming to promote local talent by showcasing the works of professional artists in the community, Café One has 

partnered with artist and curator Misha McGlown to select and manage the changing exhibitions 

As curator-in-residence, McGlown will cater new artwork to Café One‘s sunny walls every two to three months, 

creating exposure for a pool of painters and multi-medium artists from Harlem, Harlem Arts Alliance, The Children‘s 

Art Carnival and the community at large 

Café One customers have grown to look forward to the exhibitions, supporting the artists and often engaging in 

conversations about the work while enjoying their eats and treats. The current exhibition, featuring Ishida's vibrant 

works, kicks off the partnership between Café One and McGlown.  

Ishida infuses mixed-medium painting and drawing with traditional techniques and materials to create expressive 

works on an authentic handmade Japanese rice paper called kojo. A high-spirited and prolific artist, Ishida has 

recently received two prestigious honors from The Art Students' League of New York: She was named "Best in Show" 

earlier this year and was consequently voted to be added to ASL's permanent collection. These are major 

accomplishments in the world of art and signs of a bright future for the artist.  

Café One is honored to have a dozen of Yukako's paintings, adding conspicuous cheer and electricity to the 

atmosphere through August 30. Café One's business hours are Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. and weekends 

8:00 a.m. to 6 p.m. A closing reception for the artist will be held in August with details to be announced.  
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The ―EVOLUTION‖  Exhibit, curated by Misha McGlown on behalf of artHARLEM: 
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At Home in Harlem:  
Community Artists Reflect on  
Their Favorite Neighborhood 
By Orit Darwish 
 

09 | 5 

his fall, Columbia University and artHARLEM presented EVOLUTION: The Changing Face of 
Harlem, an exhibition of 25 Harlem artists who explored the question, “What does Harlem mean to 
me?” The group show was made up of work by artists and arts organizations who opened their 

studios to the public as a part of the 
Harlem Open Artist Studio Tours 
(H.O.A.S.T.). According to Misha 
McGlown, the curator of 
EVOLUTION, the exhibit reflected a 
range of points of view from 
expressions of comfort to concerns 
about gentrification, and contrasts 
between old and new in this strong, 
but ever-evolving ecosystem. 

Presented by Columbia 
University’s Office of Government 
and Community Affairs, 
EVOLUTION showed at gallery 
spaces at the Columbia University 
Medical Center including the 
reception areas of the Russ Berrie 
Medical Science Pavilion at 1150 St. 

Nicholas Ave. and the Lasker Biomedical Research building at 3960 Broadway. 
artHARLEM is a community-based not-for-profit organization that manages H.O.A.S.T. and 

other curatorial events throughout New York City and is dedicated to making the arts of Harlem a 
prominent part of the city’s culture. For more information about artHARLEM, H.O.A.S.T. and its 
sponsors, please log on to its Web site at www.artHARLEM.org. For more information about Columbia 
University’s art exhibition program and an up-to-date event and exhibition listings, please visit 
www.neighbors.com. 
 
Photo: “Harlem Renaissance Composer” by Misha McGlown 

 
 

T 

http://www.neighbors.com/
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September 25, 2008, 11:44 am  

Art Show Examines Harlem Gentrification 

By Timothy Williams 

 
Dionis Ortiz’s “Self Portrait” is part of a new art exhibition at Columbia University. (Photo: Orit 

Darwish/Columbia University) 

 
A bus is parked in central Harlem: As white people get off on their way to new homes, black 

people get on, headed to an unknown destination.  

In a photograph, an enraged young white woman shoves a black man who is wearing a T-shirt 

that reads “I ♥ Harlem” as they stand in front of a new housing construction site.  

On a quilt, a black woman peers out with a no-nonsense look as she stands between the viewer and a row of pretty town houses 

behind her. A canvas with strokes of yellow, blue, red and black illustrate the joy felt on the first springlike day in the 

neighborhood.  

These images are part of an art exhibition at Columbia University in which 26 Harlem visual artists weigh in on gentrification in 

their neighborhood.  

The artists in the exhibit, “Evolution: The Changing Face of Harlem,” [pdf] range from lifelong Harlem residents like Dionis 

Ortiz, whose haunting “Self Portrait” is dominated by a black-and-white photograph of himself superimposed over images of 

playing children and crumbling tenements, to more recent arrivals like Harrigan Bowman, a photographer who contributed three 

portraits of her neighbors in “Know Your Neighbors: The Southwest Harlem Project.”  

Another photographer, Evi Abeler, shot photos in the Manhattanville area of West Harlem, where Columbia University plans to 

build a new campus and demolish nearly all of the neighborhood’s existing structures. Jeeyun Lee etched a series of images of 

chrysanthemums to represent immigration in the neighborhood.  

“There are perspectives from all different sorts of people, and how they feel about the changes happening in Harlem,” said Misha 

McGlown, the show’s curator, who also contributed a large canvas, “Harlem Renaissance,” of a composer at work in front of a 

piano. “There are people angry about the changes, and there are people here who are oblivious, who are not thinking about 

everything that’s going on around them.”  

The exhibition kicks off the fourth annual Harlem Open Artist Studio Tour, which will be held at studios throughout Harlem on 

Oct. 4 and 5. (See artHarlem or Columbia’s Neighbors Web site for more information.)  

“Evolution: The Changing Face of Harlem” is being shown at two spaces: the Russ Berrie Medical Science Pavilion at 1150 St. 

Nicholas Avenue, at 168th Street, and at the Lasker Biomedical Research Building at 3960 Broadway, at 166th Street. The show 

runs through Nov. 6. 

 
 
 

http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/author/timothy-williams/
http://neighbors.columbia.edu/pdf-files/EVOLUTION.pdf
http://www.dionisortiz.com/
http://www.dionisortiz.com/
http://www.eviabeler.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/21/nyregion/21gas.html
http://www.jeeyunlee.com/Jee%20Yun%20Lee/current.html
http://www.omomishagallery.com/
http://www.omomishagallery.com/
http://www.hoast.org/
http://neighbors.columbia.edu/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/
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Growing Pains Come To Harlem 

by Alison Stewart 

November 1, 2008 

 
Listen to the Story 

Weekend Edition Saturday 

Correction: We misidentified the curator of the exhibit "Evolution: The Changing Face of Harlem." Her name is Misha 

McGlown, not Misha McGowan. 

 

'Another Harlem Renaissance' 

The tension between the new and old is the subject of an art show 

called "Evolution: The Changing Face of Harlem."  

Its curator, Misha McGlown, says, "One question that we sought to 

answer was, 'What does Harlem mean to me?' And the answers were 

so varied. There are so many changes happening in Harlem right now, and a lot of the artists in our 

organization are part of the change." 

Her contribution to the show, a painting of an anonymous black composer seated at a piano, conjures up 

perhaps the best reason to invest in Harlem. 

"Living here, I feel a strong connection as an artist to the artists of the Harlem Renaissance," McGlown 

says.  

"And I actually feel like we have another Harlem Renaissance right now, but maybe we don't know it yet," 

she says. "So my piece just speaks to that — and the fact that that spirit remains, and that on some level 

is why we all want to be here." 

http://www.npr.org/stations/donate/?ps=sttn
http://shop.npr.org/
http://www.npr.org/templates/community/
http://www.npr.org/templates/reg/login.php
http://www.npr.org/templates/reg
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=10364918
javascript:NPR.Player.openPlayer(96402333,%2096432859,%20null,%20NPR.Player.Action.PLAY_NOW,%20NPR.Player.Type.STORY,%20'')
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=7
http://www.npr.org/
http://www.npr.org/
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Artists Exhibit Personal Definitions of Harlem 

By Lydia Wileden 

Published Thursday 30 October 2008 02:13am EST. 

Individuals looking to escape the recent rain while waiting for a bus outside of the Russ Berrie Medical Science 

Pavilion in northern Harlem were met by a nice surprise just inside the building’s double doors—25 different works 

of art that make up “EVOLUTION: The Changing Face of Harlem.”  

The art exhibit, housed in two adjacent spaces on 168th Street in Columbia University Medical Center buildings, 

addresses the question “What does Harlem mean to me?” from the perspective of artists who call Harlem home.  

The exhibit comes on the heels of fledgling pre-construction around Columbia’s Manhattanville campus and in 

many ways seems to link Harlem’s artistic legacy, which stretches back nearly a century to the Harlem Renaissance, 

with its future. It is presented by Columbia’s Office of Government and Community Affairs to address community 

perceptions of the neighborhood and concerns, particularly during the current economic uncertainty. The office, 

according to its Web site, “works to ensure that Columbia’s interactions with government and with its surrounding 

communities are sound, well informed, and mutually beneficial.”  

Varying from photographs to quilts, paintings to contemporary African art, the exhibit encompasses an eclectic 

collection of responses that took on the meaning of Harlem collectively and individually.  

A note from Curator and exhibit artist Misha McGlown explained, “Each artist’s unique perspective on Harlem will 

symbolize a piece of the puzzle—a small but significant element in the composite of a rich, historic enclave that 

finds itself ever-evolving.”  

In their defining Harlem and its meaning, the 25 “EVOLUTION” artists—all members of artHARLEM, a Harlem-

based non-profit organization—varied between expressions of comfort to commentaries on gentrification and the 

area’s changing face.  

Some pieces in the exhibit appeared to literally expose that evolution. Erik Sommer’s mixed-media piece Muted 

appeared like layers of urban grit, caked thickly on the canvas and scraped away in some places to expose the red 

heart of the community. In an explanation of his piece, Sommers wrote, “Harlem to me means culture, diversity, 

opportunity and moments of comfort followed by moments of uncertainty.”  

Despite being located so far uptown, many of the pieces focused particularly on issues of gentrification and 

Columbia’s Manhattanville expansion project.  

Explaining the thought behind her mixed-media collage highlighting the 125th Street iron arches on the 1 line 

subway Going Under Broadway, Christina Stahr wrote “Going Under is not a nostalgic clinging to a romanticized 

post-industrial landscape, but a fragmented panoramic view of all that will be obliterated by the changes engulfing 

this neighborhood, my neighborhood.”  

In her description of her photograph All Things Are What They Seem To Be, depicting a white woman threatening a 

passive black man wearing an “I (heart) Harlem” t-shirt, artist Allicette Torres writes, “The changing face of Harlem 

has caused a gunless war to brew, with the ammunition being dollars and cents ... With new lines of worth redrawn, 

we find Blacks and Latinos of Harlem having their land being traded for proverbial beads and blankets.”  

Located in the Pavilion’s gallery, which served mostly as a hallway, the exhibit seems to receive little foot traffic 

other than from those who worked in the building and walked hurriedly past the pieces, leaving the question of 

whom this exhibit really serves unanswered.  

http://www.columbiaspectator.com/contributors/lydia-wileden
http://www.columbiaspectator.com/
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HGTV.com  

CRAFTS  HGTV Home Page / Crafts / Personal Accessories / Jewelry 

How to Make a Polymer Clay Necklace 
Misha McGlown makes polymer clay gold nuggets to embellish her ornamental necklace. 

That's Clever! : Episode HCLVR-345 -- More Projects »  

 

Misha McGlown  

Previous: Steps 13-14  

Although she moved from Michigan to New York City for a modeling job, Misha McGlown didn‘t really enjoy  

modeling and looked into different career opportunities. When a friend started learning polymer clay, Misha  

encouraged him to start a jewelry line, thinking she could become his sales rep. Instead, Misha started making her own 

jewelry and was surprised with the response.  Website:www.omomisha.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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